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Machine Learning Review

Dataset

DTrain = (x(0), y(0)), . . . , (x(n), y(n))
DValidation = (x(0), y(0)), . . . , (x(v), y(v))
DTest = (x(0), y(0)), . . . , (x(t), y(t))

Model: ŷ = f (x,W)

Linear Regression: ŷ = Wx
Neural Network: ŷ = σ

(
W(1) σ

(
W(0)x

))
Learning Algorithm:

Cost Function: J(DTrain,W)
Optimizer: W∗ = argminW J(DTrain,W)
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Feedforward Neural Networks

The goal of a feedforward network is to approximate some function
y = f ∗(x;θ)

Information flows from x, through the intermediate computations, to
the output y
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Depth: number of layers

Width: number of nodes per layer

i th layer’s pre-activation: z (i) = W(i)a(i−1)

i th layer’s activation: a(i) = σ(z (i)). σ is some non-linear function
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Feedforward Neural Networks

Why Deep Feedforward Neural Networks?
Why not use a linear model?

Because most problems of interest are non-linear
Apply the linear model to a transformed input φ(x)

Use Kernel Machines → High Capacity, poor generalization

Manually engineer φ(x) such as HOG in Computer Vision, MFCC in
Speech Recognition etc.

Learn φ(x) from data → Deep learning

y = f (x;θ,W) = φ(x;θ)W

High capacity
Allows to encode human knowledge by specifying the general form of
φ(x;θ)
Requires solution to a non-convex optimization
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Example: Learning XOR

Linear Regression:
f (x ;w , b) = x>w + b

Feedforward Neural Network

f (x ;W , c ,w , b) = w>max{0,W>x + c}+ b

Self-study: section 6.1 of textbook
Demo: playground.tensorflow.org
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Gradient Based Learning

Cost function of neural networks is non-convex
No closed form solution
Iterative solution:

Initialize weights to small random values

Use the gradient of the cost function with respect to weights to
obtain new weights

From Lecture 4 (page 4):

Wnew = Wold − µ∇WJ(Wold)

µ is the learning rate
∇W is the gradient wrt weights
J is the cost function
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Cost Functions
Let the neural network approximate the conditional probability distribution
p(y|x;θ)
How to estimate the parameters θ?
General principle: maximum likelihood estimate

Minimize the dissimilarity between the empirical distribution (defined
by the training set) and the model distribution

Recall KL-divergence → cross entropy (Lecture 5, page 23–24)

J(θ) = −Ex,y∼p̂data log pmodel(y|x)

The specific form of J depends on how we model pmodel

Example:
pmodel = N (y; f (x;θ), I)

↓

J(θ) =
1

2
Ex,y∼p̂data ‖y − f (x;θ)‖2 + const
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Cost Functions

What properties should a cost function have?
Gradient

Large enough to make learning possible

Many output units involve an exp function that can saturate:
exp(−x)→ 0

The log function in the cost function cancels out the exp

Bounded values

Cross entropy could become negative infinity → unlimited reward
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Output Units
Cost function is closely linked with the output of the neural network
Gaussian output distributions: (y|x) = N (y; ŷ, I)

Linear unit:
ŷ = w>x + b

Bernoulli output distributions: p(y = 1|x)
Sigmoid unit:

z = w>x + b

ŷ =
1

1 + exp(−z)
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Output Units

Multinouli output distribution: ŷi = p(y = i |x)
Softmax unit:

z = w>x + b

ŷi =
exp(z i )∑
j exp(z j)

log softmax(z)i = zi − log
∑
j

exp zj

The input zi always has a direct contribution to the cost function
Non saturating → learning can proceed
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Hidden Units

Mostly selected based on empirical evaluation
Common examples:

z = w>x + b

Rectified Linear Units (ReLU):

g(z) = max{0, z} → [0,∞]

Tangent Hyperbolic (Tanh):

g(z) = tanh(z)→ [−1, 1]
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Architecture Design
How many layers?
Width of each layer?
What type of units?
Theory: Universal Approximation Theorem

With a linear output layer and at least one hidden layer of large
enough width, a neural network can approximate any continuous
function

The width of the hidden layer required is exponential in the dimension
of the input

Practice: use models with more hidden layers → deep neural networks
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Architecture Design

Source: MIT Technology Review

“ ... a tuning process known as neural architecture search, which tries to
optimize a model by incrementally tweaking a neural network’s design
through exhaustive trial and error... ”
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Back-propagation
Main goal: compute the gradient of the cost function wrt all the weights
in the network Chain rule of calculus

y = g(x)

z = f (g(x)) = f (y)

dz

dx
=

dz

dy

dy

dx

Scalar function of vectors

dz

dxi
=
∑
j

Gradient︷︸︸︷
∂z

∂yj

∂yj
∂xi︸︷︷︸

Jacobian

∇xz =

(
∂y

∂x

)>
∇yz
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Back-propagation
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